Ecomobility, World Future Sustainable Standard City
In 1997, designated as a UNESCO World Cultural Heritage Site
"Hwaseong Fortress"
Host city of "2017 FIFA U-20 World Cup"
A Center of tech giant
"Samsung Electronics"
EcoMobility World Festival Suwon 2013
Co-hosted by Suwon, ICLEI and UN-Habitat, a global project to seek ecomobility by presenting future city.
‘Ecomobility World Festival Suwon 2013
Pilot Neighborhood – Haenggung dong
Pilot Neighborhood – Haenggung dong

Area 0.34 km²
Population 4,300 / Households 2,200
Registered Vehicles 1,500
Strong Opposition from Residents
Launching EcoMobility Resident Promotion Committee
Main Street Environment Improvement
Greening Urban
Greening Urban
Establishment of Ssamzi-park (Pocket Park)
Establishment of Ssamzi-park (Pocket Park)
Signboard Replacement
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Change a paradigm in Transportation Policies
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Meet the Future of Suwon ...
World-Class ! Green city Suwon: Future Strategies For Eco City

01 Establishment and Implementation of the Suwon Eco-Transportation Plan
02 Introduction of the Public Bike System
03 Eco-Friendly Urban Railway_Tram
04 Construction of the Suwon Station Transfer Center
Spreading Car-Free Days
Spreading Car-Free Days
Spreading to other countries
Eco-Friendly Urban Railway Tram
The number of Suwon Station Users per Day

- Use of Bus & Taxi: 53,858 persons
- Use of Train & Subway: 110,761 persons
- Use of Bike and Pedestrian: 20,333 persons
Suwon will lead a New Paradigm for Future City Transportation.